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About This Game

Introduction of four major characters:

Xianzun: superior spells, good use of long swords, faster attack speed, good at single attack
Introduction: Using a long sword, although the positioning is a warrior, the feeling is similar to the agility profession.

Shenwu: Heavy armor warrior, good use of long guns, a woman’s duty, Wanfu Mokai
Brief introduction: War output, explosive career, with a coherent and elegant skillful combination of skill effects, through the

interspersed general attack can achieve a fast high-level combo.

YiTian:Physical warfare, make good use of the big bow, kill the enemy in a thousand miles,
Introduction: Bow and Arrow occupation, this profession is very flexible, you can play a very real kite play.

Spiritual Law: Violent Mage Good Usage Auxiliary Control Powerful Burst
Introduction: Good at long-distance AOE skills, super gorgeous cool skills.
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Title: God Monster
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
God Workshop
Publisher:
God Workshop
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel Graphics HD 4000 or Nvidia GT 620

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2048 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Fun little JRPG in a futuristic setting with some entertaining features like the ship to ship combat, skills tied to your weapon,
different solutions for some of the quests and more. In case you are worried when you see some anthropomorphic girls in a
JRPG from a dev that sounds Asion, that this is another one of "those games", I can put your mind at ease: This is family
friendly game made by a Canadian company. Highly recommended, even at full price.. not even fun! the dogs hit boxes are
unreasonable. level 2 is a joke. garbage.. This game is very fun even with it being over 17 years old. There are some fun mods
and cheats that make this game terrific. I feel like a little kid again when I play this game. It's beautiful at 4k too. I play
keyboard and mouse on this one as that is how I originally played it. Great game!!!. fun open world game.. The Veggie Scross:
Arena.

Better than it sounds.. Horriable game, terriable graphics would not recommend. Had yo buy this for a friend so that he would
play it with me, worth it
Dats vewy nice. Mystic Vale is a beautiful rendition of the physical card game. Nothing more, nothing less. The digital version
takes away the burden of setting up the game and calculating points.

Within this game you have to score points by crafting cards in your deck. At the start you have a deck with empty cards and
some of them contain spoiled land which determine how many cards you may draw. If you draw 3 spoil tokens you will have to
stop drawing cards. If you decide to draw more you may risk losing your turn if you draw another spoil token. By improving
your cards each turn you can improve the deck and try to get special cards that may boost your final score. Its hard to explain,
but easy to learn once you start playing.

The game can be played by 2 to 4 players. The downside is that there is no way to annoy or hinder the opponent, at least not in
the base game. Its sole focus is crafting your deck. The online player base is dead, however players can be found via the steam
community or via discord. There are no extra game modes, campaigns or unlockables other then the base game. So its either
against the AI or against friends.

Overall, the game is beautiful to look at and fun to play.. You will use this set for a while, but by the time you start routinely
using those #4\/0 lures, (Florida L18) start looking for heavier equiptment, Good luck.. I saw this game on sale and I thought,
"Why not? I love Atlus!". So here is my simple and short first ever review:

Main Pros:
a-Great story. I can see Atlus making a movie adaption for this and that it would do well.
b-The game's strongest point, arguably, is it's amazing, well-fleshed out characters. You can't help yourself but fall in love with
them.
c-The game has about 8 endings:
1-Faithful True
2-Faithful Good
3-Faithful Bad
4-Cheater True
5-Cheater Good
6-Cheater Bad
7-Freedom True
8-Freedom Good
This game has a "Karma Meter" system in where the decisions you make and the answers that you give to questions presented to
you can change the outcome of the plot. The last stage of the game forces you to make answers that can change your ending, so
check the internet for an "endings guide" before going through with that stage.

d-This game has amazing dub voice acting (as expected from Atlus).
e-The puzzles were quite a lot of fun to solve and gave a huge feeling of satisfaction when you beat them. They can be
extremely hard at times though.
f-Decent soundtrack.

Main Cons:
a-The game's worst point is that it is short. The game's length is around 15 hours and that wasn't enough to flesh out the
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characters properly. Some characters barely interacted with each other!
b-The controls for this game on PC are very meh. Use a controller if you can.
c-The puzzles can get repetitive and boring.
d-The camera can get quite glitchy at times, especially during puzzles.

Overall:
I give this game a 7\/10. It was a quite the fun experience in my opinion. Get it when it's on sale and you have money to spare.
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Being an MTG Player I will say that this game concept is absolutely amazing. Unfortunately, this is merely a demo at this point.

Pros:
* Interface is well done, very intuitive gameplay.
* Animations are well done, quick, and to the point; which is good considering youll be seeing a lot of the same animations over
and over.
* Graphics are good and the game runs great on my mid-end VR PC.
* Gameplay is fun and engaging.
* This could easily end up being a very popular game when VR really starts to take off if they do a good job with it.

Cons:
* Inability (or no formal directions on how) to allow your creatures to block when your hero is targetted. This system is too easy
to manipulate and just bombard the enemy with attacks and spells to win easily anytime. I particularly like the MTG blocking
system over Hearthstone taunting system, and I feel like the devs should mimic the MTG blocking system because people who
want to play hearthstone will just play that if they like that system better anyways. Or come up with a new system, but either
way there needs to be a system in place or it throws all strategy out the window and leaves the game with much to be desired.

* It is basically a demo at the current time. All you can do is play against an AI that is not very intelligent at all. Needs more
content (which I am sure they are working on) I will update this review as I look into the game in the future.

* Couldn't figure out how to fire arrows with the card that gives 3 arrows in game. Needs better direction on how.

Regardless of the cons, I am impressed and excited for this game. Truly hoping it becomes something great. The devs should
focus the most on card array, deck building, and AI\/Blocking system at the moment and get those solidified before even
attempting to work on multiplayer, since there isnt a huge VR community at the current time.

********2018 UPDATE***********
I changed my review to negative because the dev has apparently given up on the title. There has not been an update since March
2017. Shame, this game had massive potential.. So, I have some mixed feelings here. I absolutely love the tiles - it feels outside
of the first ring very similar to Settlers of Catan; you flip a tile, and it's one of seven or so different resources. These give
different items, when worked on - farming for wheat, beans, beets, and more, forest for lumber and firewood (plus hunting and
gathering magic items), to lakes, marshes, mountains and more.

Really great concept, game is very cool. The layout... a little strange and takes a hot minute to get used to, but it makes sense
after some time.

The game is buggy as all hell. Bows, for example, should be used to increase your hunting ability. Can't equip bows. Combat is
supposed to be a big part of the game. Can't equip items for my guys. Combat forces you to move... and you have nothing so
you move into an enemy rapestorm.

This is a 60\/40 yes from me. Concept? Amazing and fun. Layout, pretty solid. 8 bit music and graphics? Totally passable and
retro. Gameplay? Broken on several key areas.

If you're willing to drop a 10 spot to help a developer that has a great game get greater? Go for it. If you want out of the box
playable, you're gonna have a bad time.. It takes a special kind of incompetence to get a children's object-finding game wrong.
EnsenaSoft absolutely smashes that requirement with abandon with this title. There is an absolutely obnoxious input lag, the
tutorial replays at the start of the 2nd chapter (and probably the 3rd too), and worst of all, on at least one level, an object is
completely obscured by the interface. There is absolutely no excuse for such shoddy development of such a simple game.. I
played this game when it was presented at FOSDEM 2018 in context of the Godot game engine.
The developer is a really cool guy (I was the guy in the wheelchair ;) )

The game itself is a rather well-made simulation of space physics, where you change your orbit by thrusting in a certain
direction so you can move around.
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There are plenty of gamemodes and it's possible to play them with friends. The only thing that seems missing right now is
saving\/loading games, since the campaign starts over if you return to the menu.

I've yet to try playing with friends but I bought the game as some sort of a donation to the developer. If I'm not mistaken, he said
it has been in development for over 2 years.

Buy it if you like an innovative and realistic take on space shooters.. Cannot play on PC with 3 monitors, there's just no support
plain and simple. The game started up for me and I was able to create a user name, then nothing. There is no place on screen to
move beyond that and there are no options (that I could see) to change screen resolution or aspect ratio. This is just another
android (or whatever) port to PC that is now just junk on my drive. I asked for help or info on how to get beyond this and no
reply from devs so I have to assume they don't care.

I checked in game folder to see if there was a way I could manually change resolution but there's only 7 files in the folder, no
sub-folders, and nothing to allow manual changes.

If you use a PC than I can only say, don't waste your money, I also checked the "MumboJumbo" games forums for this game,
they were no help at all and I found more complaints about problems then anything, and not just the usual "I Can't Find This or
That" stuff. I lost and wasted my money on this, don't make the same mistake.
. After playing this game of a bit, i found to be actually quite enjoyable. There are some missions that are cake. Then there are
missions which will make you pull out your hairs. but then, one playthrough, something just clicks. you suddenly make all the
right moves. and it feels so satisfying.

I will recommend tackling Endless mode if you want to practice techniques or sharpen your mind before taking on the
Campaign levels. because those actually have a tendency to throw curveballs at you.

To play this game will require a quick mind. there will be no shortage of challenges to overcome. I would recommend this to
anyone looking for a game that will test their mettle.
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